Lottery Industry Veteran Sean Athey Joins Bulletproof
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FAIRFAX, VA, Oct. 25, 2021 - BULLETPROOF™, a GLI company and leading provider of
Comprehensive IT Services, is proud to announce the addition of lottery industry leader Sean
Athey to its business development team.
“We are excited and fortunate to have Sean join our business development team,” said Melissa
Aarskaug, Bulletproof’s Vice President of Business Development. “Sean’s commitment to
driving customer results, exceeding expectations and deep industry knowledge are a natural fit
for our organization.”
Sean’s over 30 years in operational, business development, and marketing roles ensure she is
ready to work with lottery clients, lottery suppliers and technology vendors as an essential
resource for their IT, cybersecurity, project and portfolio management and quality assurance
needs. Sean brings a wealth of lottery and gaming knowledge and experience to Bulletproof.
Having worked both at lotteries and for instant, systems, sports betting and iLottery vendor
partners, she offers customers diverse and comprehensive experience. Sean will join Pat
Costaregni and Laurie Fisher in cultivating strong client relationships and supporting lotteries
worldwide.
“I am thrilled to join the Bulletproof team,” said Athey. “It’s not often you get
the opportunity to work for a company as credentialed and innovative as
Bulletproof. Our industry is at the precipice of innovation and I’m excited to
help lottery customers accelerate their digital transformation while building a
foundation of security, integrity and agility. I look forward to helping customers
modernize their lottery systems and introduce new sources or revenue while
reducing threats and security risks.”
About BULLETPROOF™, a GLI company:
Headquartered in Canada with offices across the United States and around the globe, Bulletproof has over
a decade of experience in eLearning and training, alongside more than two decades of experience in the
world of cybersecurity. The company's footprint now includes users on six continents trusting Bulletproof
to secure their identities, networks, data, and devices in all industries including top gaming operators,
suppliers, regulators, lotteries, etc. Named Security Microsoft Partner of the Year globally in 2021 and
Partner of the Year | Modern Workplace by Microsoft Canada in 2019 and 2020, Bulletproof is proud to
be a long-standing Microsoft Gold Partner with twelve gold competencies, a member of the Microsoft
Intelligent Security Association (MISA), and holder of the Microsoft Threat Protection Advanced
Specialization.

For more information on Bulletproof visit our website (bulletproofsi.com) and join us
on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.

